
Continuous monitoring of deep and dark web sources to isolate legitimate threats 
and provide real-time alerting and fast remediation

Comprehensive Digital Risk Protection 

Tuned to Your Business Needs

Solution Brief

Reduce Triage Time by 70% with Automated Playbooks

As threat actors become more active and more sophisticated, they increasingly exploit the growing digital footprints of 

businesses. To effectively protect an organization’s assets and customer data, security teams need to understand how 

these threat actors operate, how the risks manifest, and have the ability to take action to reduce their organization’s risk 

In order to collect the necessary data to understand these growing threats, security teams are at risk of drowning in 

an overwhelming amount of threat and security data. Even for the most sophisticated teams, getting a comprehensive 

picture of the threats and exposure is a considerable challenge. 

ReliaQuest GreyMatter® Digital Risk Protection (DRP) solves these problems by continually monitoring open, deep, 

and dark web sources to isolate legitimate threats and provide quick and easy remediation. By focusing on automated 

actions, enhanced work昀氀ows, and integrated alerts, GreyMatter DRP enables security teams to dramatically reduce 

the time to respond to threats and lessens the risk to the business. 
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Key Bene昀椀ts:

Protect online brands by detecting brand and domain 

impersonations, monitoring social media pro昀椀les, 
and detecting phishing and business email 

compromise attempts.

Prevent data loss and exposed credentials and 

documents by monitoring online 昀椀le stores, code
repositories, criminal forums, and dark web sites.

Reduce attack surface threats by identifying network 

vulnerabilities and weaknesses, outdated software, 

open ports, or expired/expiring certi昀椀cates.

Reduce time to remediate with Automated Playbooks.

Seamlessly integrate with the ReliaQuest alert 

process and work昀氀ow.

GreyMatter DRP provides access to the widest range of data sources and access to the expertise needed to turn that 

data into intelligence. We identify more than 38 pre-de昀椀ned risks by monitoring online data sources including code 

repositories, criminal locations, social media, technical sources, and 昀椀le stores.

We work with you to register your company assets for protection, including domains, brands, document markings, 

and key corporate employees.

Asset-Based Alerting



GreyMatter DRP makes working with threat intelligence insights simple, facilitating action through a combination 

of prebuilt playbooks and automation features that reduce triage workloads. With these capabilities, security 

teams spend up to 70% less time on triage.

Powerful Digital Risk Protection is now available to GreyMatter customers providing a unique 360-degree view of security 

threats both inside and outside of the organization. If a risk is detected, GreyMatter DRP customers receive context-rich 

alerts with clear response steps via the ReliaQuest portal alert process and work昀氀ow, including alert assignment, 
automated actions, and mitigation recommendations. 

Automated Playbooks

Integration with the ReliaQuest Portal
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GreyMatter DRP customers have unlimited access to the SearchLight Intelligence Repository, which includes intelligence 
updates, actor pro昀椀les, MITRE techniques, and a vulnerability intelligence module. The vulnerability intelligence module 
helps to prioritize vulnerabilities, enabling users to quickly identify which vulnerabilities to respond to 昀椀rst. With intuitive 
昀椀lters built into the dashboard, users can search for Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs), Common Platform 
Enumerations (CPEs), product families, and vulnerability aliases to get intelligence on speci昀椀c areas of interest.

Managed Takedown Service 
By identifying malicious brand, company, and executive impersonations of your organization as well as 
threat actor mentions and data leaks, ReliaQuest proactively mitigates threats to your company name 
and brand(s) online. The Managed Takedown Service provides customers end-to-end management 
of submitting, chasing, and con昀椀rming takedown requests across all available risk categories.

Vulnerability Intelligence

Additional Solutions

GreyMatter DRP has four stages. At each 

of these stages, GreyMatter acts as an 

extension of an organization’s security team 

to help identify and con昀椀gure its key assets, 
collect from hard-to-reach sources, analyze 

and detect risks, and mitigate impact.

Con昀椀gure 

Register company assets for protection, 

including domains, brands, document 

markings, and key corporate employees. 

GreyMatter DRP will automatically discover 

domains and code repository assets to 

ease the load, and GreyMatter DRP users 

bene昀椀t from a dedicated Asset API.

Collect 
We utilize insights from the widest collection of sources across the open, deep, and dark web. 
GreyMatter DRP comprehensive alerting options ensures no stone is left unturned.

Detect 
A combination of technology and analysts, alongside automated playbooks, removes more than 95% 
of noise and provides a prioritization score.

Alert 
Built-in playbooks, context, takedown options, and integration with the ReliaQuest alert process ensures
a rapid response with recommended actions.

How It Works
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